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ABSTRACT

Low-code is being promoted as the key infrastructure for the digital transformation of our society. But is there something fundamentally new behind the low-code movement? How does it relate to other concepts like Model-Driven Engineering or Model-Driven development? And what are the implications for researchers in the modeling community? This position paper tries to shed some light on these issues.

CCS CONCEPTS
- Software and its engineering → Software design engineering; Software prototyping; Unified Modeling Language (UML); Specification languages.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Low-code application platforms accelerate app delivery by dramatically reducing the amount of hand-coding required.

This is clearly not the first time the software engineering community attempts to reduce manual coding by combining visual development techniques (what we would call “models”) and code generation. In fact, as Grady Booch says, the entire history of software engineering is about raising the level of abstraction. Low-code can be traced back to the model-driven engineering. But model-driven engineering itself can be traced back to CASE (Computer-Aided Software Engineering) tools. Already in 1991, in the 1st edition of the well-known CAiSE conference, we could find papers stating concepts like: “Given the final model, the complete computerized information system can be automatically generated”[3] or “we arrive at a specification from which executable code can be automatically generated”[5].

At the same time, the impact of low-code in the business world is also evident nowadays, including some bold projections but also actual factual numbers regarding recent investments in low-code tools, the commercial success of some of them or just the fact that all the largest software companies are making sure they have some kind of offering in this domain.

The rest of the paper will discuss in more detail these two, apparently contradictory, statements. Next section aims to clarify the relationship between low-code and other related modeling terms. Section 3 looks for the reasons behind the low-code popularity. Finally, Section 4 wraps up the paper by reflecting on whether the low-code movement is in the end good or bad for the modeling community.

2 LOW-CODE VS MODEL-DRIVEN VS MODEL-BASED VS NO-CODE

We do not have universal definitions for all the model-*. The MBE-BOOK [2] does a great job in clarifying specific terms but does not cover more methodological aspects, moreover low-code/no-code concepts are not part of it). Therefore, my own (informal) definitions are the following:

- Model-driven Engineering (MDE): any software engineering process where models have a fundamental role and drive the engineering tasks.
- Model-driven development (MDD): MDE applied to forward engineering, i.e. model-driven for software development.
- MDA is the OMG’s particular vision of MDD and thus relies on the use of OMG standards.
- Model-based engineering/development: Softer version of the previous respective concepts. In a MBE process, software models play an important role although they are not necessarily the key artifacts of the engineering/development (i.e. they do NOT “drive” the process).

An example of the MBE vs MDE difference would be a development process where, in the analysis phase, designers specify the platform-independent models of the system but then these models are directly handed out to the programmers to manually write...
the code (no automatic code-generation involved and no explicit definition of any platform-specific model). In this process, models still play an important role but are not the basis of the development process.

Based on the above definitions, I see low-code as a synonym of model-driven development. If anything, we could see low-code as a more restrictive view of MDD where we target only a concrete type of software applications: data-intensive web/mobile apps. As suggested in an online discussion around these topics⁴, low-code can also be regarded as a fixed-language solution as the language itself behind the low-code tool is typically not exposed and cannot be changed, while in a MDD solution you do have the flexibility to define/adapt the language to be used.

Note that the term no-code is sometimes used as a slight variation of low-code. In fact, we can often see tools defining themselves as no-code/low-code tools. Nevertheless, to me, the key characteristic of a no-code approach is that app designers should write zero code to create and deploy the application. This limits a lot what you can actually do with no-code tools. We are basically looking at template-based frameworks or creation of workloads mixing predefined connectors to external applications where the designers, at most, decide when and how certain actions should be triggered.

Another way to compare these different paradigms is by looking at how much manual code you are expected to write. In MBE, you may have to write all the code. Instead, in MDD and low-code, most of the code should be generated but you still may need to customize and complete the generated code⁵. In no-code you should write zero code.

Obviously, more research is needed to evaluate the low-code tools in the market and better characterize them in less coarse-grained categories than those presented here. In fact, right now, there is basically no research around the low-code movement⁶, something that I am sure this workshop will start to change.

3 LOW-CODE IS TRENDING

As shown in the Figure 1, interest in low-code is as its peak, even if, as depicted in Figure 2, this peak is much smaller than the attention model-driven was getting on its prime.

But, if, technically speaking, low-code does not really bring anything new to the table, why this popularity?⁷

First of all, I think low-code conveys a much clearer message than model-driven/model-based. “Model” is a much ambiguous word and therefore the concept of model-driven is more difficult to explain than low-code (everybody has a clear view of what code is, and low-code becomes self-explanatory).

Secondly, we know modeling scares developers away. Instead, low-code sounds more familiar. It is the same they already do (coding) but less of it.

Moreover, the application scenarios for low-code are also clearer. Instead of selling that you can do anything with MDD (which ends up generating mistrust), low-code looks more credible by targeting specific types of applications, those that are most needed in industry.

Low-code is also typically a one-shot modeling approach, meaning that you have models and the generated code, no complex chains of refinement, no model transformations, nothing.

And on average, low-code tools are nicer than our traditional heavy modeling tools. For instance, most are web-based and do not depend on EMF.

All in all, I haven’t seen any notation, concept, model type or generation technique in a low-code tool that I couldn’t find similarly in the model-driven world. But for sure, these same techniques are presented, configured, adapted and “sold” differently, which in the end makes a big difference in how low-code novelty and usefulness are perceived. And the success of a MDE project often depends more on social and managerial aspects than on purely technical ones [⁴]. This does not come for free (lack of interoperability, vendor lock-in, expensive business models...) but this does not seem to deter the community at the moment.

4 LOW-CODE AS AN OPPORTUNITY

As pointed out before, I do not believe there is any fundamental technical contribution in low-code trend. It is more a synonym (or a subset) of the techniques we are already working on. In fact, we could take almost any of the open challenges in model-driven engineering [¹] and just change “model-driven” by “low-code” to get, for free, a research roadmap for low-code development (e.g. we need better ways to integrate AI in low-code tools or we should strive as a community to build a shared repository of low-code examples for future research).

But I do not see this as being negative. More the opposite. Clearly, low-code is attracting lots of attention, including from people that were never part of the modeling world. In this sense, low-code is lowering the barrier to enter the modeling technical space. As such, to me, low-code is a huge opportunity to bring modeling (and our modeling expertise) to new domains and communities. If we can get more funding/exposure/users/feedback by rebranding ourselves as low-code experts, I am all for it. This is exactly the approach that many well-known so-called low-code companies have taken³. Let’s also take this opportunity to better understand the factors that make modeling-like techniques resonate in the broad software community and learn from it. The lack of a strong open source community around the low-code movement could also be an opportunity for us as we have plenty of experience in building opens source modeling tools and discussing the trade-offs of doing so.

And while we do that, let’s keep an eye on the market trends to come. Some low-code vendors are shifting (yet again) their marketing efforts. It may not be long before we all start chanting: Low-code is dead, long live multi-experience development⁸

Acknowledgements. Thanks to Manuel Wimmer for our very interesting discussions on this topic.

⁴Feel free to play with the Internet Wayback Machine and see how their websites mutate from visual modeling, agile development, CASE tools and similar keywords to no-code/low-code in the last years
⁵Multiexperience refers to the various permutations of interactive modalities (e.g., touch, voice and gesture) apps must offer now
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